UNFUNDED LIST
Organize
Honoree Proposal Description:
ORGANIZE is simplifying the donor registration
process. They have built the country‚Äôs firstever centralized registry, currently facilitating
donor registrations in all 52 states (including DC
and Puerto Rico).

Learn more about this winning
funding proposal and then
submit your own social change
idea to Unfunded List!

Even more transformative, they have built tech
that allows someone to share their donor wishes
with next of kin simply by posting on social
media.

Organization Website:
https://organize.org/

WHY APPLY TO
UNFUNDED LIST?

WE HELP YOU
CHANGE THE
WORLD

The Unfunded List identifies and
promotes great social change ideas
that have not yet secured funding
using a rigorous proposal evaluation
process. 2x year, social changemakers around the world send us
their best unfunded grant proposals
and our committee provides candid
feedback to each applicant. All
proposals submitted receive helpful
feedback, but only those earning the
highest evaluations make the twice
annual Unfunded List. The enclosed
proposal is one of the featured
honoree organizations named to The
Unfunded List!

Apply today to be honored on our next list!
Learn more at www.unfundedlist.com
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125,000 Americans are waiting for organ transplants. 22 of them die
every day. And although 95% of Americans support organ donation,
rates have plateaued around 35%.
There are roughly 160 million Americans who support donation but
haven’t yet made their wishes known.
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WHY ARE DONATION RATES SO LOW?
The DMV-driven donor registration process has been in place
since 1968. Back then, the DMV was chosen because it used to
be only place you could verify someone’s identity. As a result,
today the donor registration process is incredibly inefficient and
completely decentralized – there are 52 disparate, state-based
registries that aren’t interoperable.
Facebook tried to promote organ donation in 2012 and only
got 30,000 donor registrations. If even Facebook can’t make
this registration system work, then nothing will. It’s time to
modernize it.

Current DMV
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OUR SOLUTION
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ORGANIZE is simplifying the donor registration process. We’ve built
the country’s first-ever centralized registry, currently facilitating
donor registrations in all 52 states (including DC and Puerto Rico).
Even more transformative, we’ve built tech that allows someone to
become a donor simply by posting their decision on social media.
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HOW DOES THAT WORK?
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Regardless of whether someone is a registered donor, in practice
next of kin always makes the final authorization at the hospital. So
we thought – why not just use 21st century tools to streamline that
communication process?
ORGANIZE aggregates every public social post on Facebook,
Instagram, or Twitter using our hashtags (like #organdonor, for
example). At the appropriate time, we then make these social media
statements available to next of kin as decision support.
In our first beta campaign, we broke the all-time US record for most
organ donors enrolled at one time. Now we’re ready to scale.
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WHY IS MARKETING SO CORE TO
WHAT WE DO?
Most non-profits use marketing and social media to raise money or to
raise awareness, which they then leverage toward their programming.
Some campaigns generate incredible visibility for their causes – we
can all name our favorites – but the bigger question is: what did they
actually accomplish?
At best, non-profit marketing campaigns are still at least one step
removed from the actual solution; at worst, they perpetuate a culture
of “Slacktivism” – or slacker’s activism – where people promote a
cause on social media but never actually get meaningfully involved.
But what if you really could actually save the world with just a tweet?
That’s how ORGANIZE is built. Our marketing is our programming.
Social media isn’t just how we tell the world what we do - it is what
we do. If “Make me an #organdonor” becomes the next Ice Bucket
Challenge, then we’ve already solved the problem.

Marketing Project Proposal
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CURRENT FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES:
Social Media Toolkit
There are 125,000 Americans currently on the waiting list for transplants, and
hundreds of thousands more who are pre-diabetic or otherwise know they may
need a transplant in the future. Their fates are tied to the failing organ donation
system and – what could be crueler? – to the efficacy of disinterested DMV clerks.
Why aren’t there digital tools to let them be their own advocates, and for their
friends and family to roll their sleeves up and find them their transplants? Where
are the tools to empower the patients themselves?
ORGANIZE is partnering with Johns Hopkins on a revolutionary need Facebook tool
to connect patients with living donors over Facebook. In pilot studies, Drs. Andy
Cameron and Dorry Segev have created curriculum proven to help patients increase
their chances of finding a donor by 40%. This summer, JH engaged ORGANIZE
as Digital and Creative Directors of a new project to bring this product (and the
patients) to life. The product will be piloted across ten top transplant centers this
fall and distributed widely in 2016.
In early 2016, we will build parallel functionality for deceased donor registration
campaigns into the same product. This will be the beginning of a seismic shift in
the face of organ donation, putting the power back in the hands of the patients.

National Campaign
Most successful social causes have a symbol which can stand on its own. Marriage
equality has the equal sign, breast cancer has the pink ribbon. Even smoking cessation
has the no smoking sign. Somehow, there’s nothing similar for organ donation.
ORGANIZE wants to create one.
We’ve chosen this emoji

. What if posting that on Facebook or Instagram
immediately communicated to your entire network that you are an organ donor,
and you want them to consider registering too?
The beautiful thing about emojis is that everyone already has access to them on
their smart phone. Not only is it practically easy to distribute, but it also perfectly
articulates the narrative for organ donation – that everyone already has the power
.
to solve this social problem, all they have to do is make it known.

Marketing Project Proposal
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CURRENT FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES:
Artist in Residence / TED Talk
ARTISTS
IN
RESIDENCE

Dario Robleto is part of ORGANIZE’s first class of Artists in Residence. Dario was
a Smithsonian Fellow studying the artificial heart. His most recent exhibition, The
Boundary of Life is Quietly Crossed, explores the intersection of American culture
with our scientific understanding of the human heart. The exhibition contains many
of history’s earliest and most interesting recordings of human heartbeats, including
Annie Druyan’s, which she and her husband Carl Sagan included on NASA’s Voyager
Golden Record, their way of communicating to other galaxies what life was like
in Earth. Dario has held solo exhibitions at the New Orleans Museum of Art, the
Museum of Contemporary Art Denver, The Weatherspoon Art Museum, The Whitney
Museum of American Art, The Museum of Contemporary Art in San Diego, and the
Contemporary Arts Museum in Houston.
ORGANIZE and Dario are undertaking a project to create a virtual reality experience
of this exhibit – fully immersing viewers in the history and cultural relevance of
the human heart. This will be unveiled at an influencer-event in partnership with
TED (instead of TEDX it will be TED<3), including talks from renowned surgeons,
recipients, donors, and other key players who participate in the magic of transplant.

Funny or Die
Funny or Die (FoD) is a comedy site started by Will Ferrell and his writing partner
Adam McKay. FoD produces various forms of comedy, including videos, and leverages
celebrity relationships to bring attention to causes. Notably, FoD produced an interview
of President Obama by comedian Zach Galifianakis in 2014 to help educate the American
public about the Affordable Healthcare Act and received over 11 million views within
the first 24 hours.
Our potential partnership with FoD would include both content creation, likely a
series of short videos, as well as distribution; FoD has more than 11 million Facebook
followers and more than 35 million followers across all their social platforms most
of which are young and socially minded.
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PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES:
Hispanic / Latino
HISPANIC
COMMUNITIES

Hispanic / Latino communities are over-represented on the transplant waiting list,
yet largely do not register as organ donors. 57% of Hispanic / Latinos are also Blood
Type O (the universal donor blood type), and donor / recipient pairs within the same
ethnic groups are more likely to work as medical matches; this means increasing
donation rates in this community would be especially beneficial to Hispanic / Latino
waiting list patients.
ORGANIZE has confirmed distribution partners which cater to Hispanic / Latino
audiences, including Being Latino, an influential Facebook community with almost 5
million members. To activate this partnership, ORGANIZE needs to invest in tailored
content for this demographic.

Death Over Dinner
Death Over Dinner (DoD) is a new social enterprise that facilitates dinner conversations
about end of life care, and has built an incredible advisory board of healthcare
entrepreneurs and thought leaders. DoD creates downloadable content for anyone
who wants to host their own “Death Over Dinner”, with the goal of making end of
life decisions a figurative - as well as very literal - dinner-table conversation across
the country.
ORGANIZE is partnering with DoD on an organ donation-themed dinner series.
ORGANIZE will host a series of dinners in major cities across the country, each with
at least one celebrity / influencer and a journalist. Our goal is to effect a cultural /
narrative shift and to make this a sexy issue among young change-makers, while
also simultaneously bringing visibility to this in national press.
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